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The Finnish horse
The small and speedy native horse used
by us Finns has travelled along with us
throughout centuries. Originally the horses were selected for haulage and carriages according to their purpose: fast,
tenacious and efficiently feed exploiting
individuals were best suited for our envi-

ronment. The actual Finnhorse has come
to being since 1907. Before then the descendance of horses was unclear as they
were kept in large common pastures and
no consistent register was kept of them.
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1817 First trotting
1700 Farm work horse, height

1200 Pope Gregory scolds the
merchants of Gotland
for selling horses to the
heathen Finns

1500 Gustavus Vasa forbids
the export of horses and
establishes stud farms

Finnhorse

at most 140 cm, weight
300 kg. Most of the best
horses were left to the
Russians in the peace
treaty of Isoviha (The
Great Wrath)

1600 Cavalry horse for the Hakkapeliittas in Europe

Southern Finland,
exports and famine diminish the
population

Russian military horses. Crossbreeding experiments with
Ardennes and Norfolk trotters
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1500 The Vasa kings as

Finland

1830-1870 Crown stallions in

1800 Some horses were mixed with

1300 Olaus Magnus

praises the quality of the Finnish
horse

races on the ice
of the Aura River
in Turku

1900 Average height
close to 150 cm

1867-68 The Great Famine

The national epic Kalevala.

rulers of Sweden

1809 Finland becomes an au-

1300 The Crusades end.

tonomous Grand Duchy
of Russia

First fortified castles

1870 Nationalism,
Carelianism

1710-1721 Isoviha (The Great Wrath), period of Russian occupation
1150 The Crusades begin. Finland becomes
a Swedish province

1618 - 1648 Thirty Years’ War between catholics
and protestants

Foreword
The Finnhorse is the only native horsebreed
in Finland. Throughout the centuries in the
harsh forest pastures of the North it has developed into a tenacious companion, sure
on its feet, safe at work and recreational activities.
Working together in the fields and woods
and later on in recreation has raised the
Finnhorse to the level of other important national landmarks – together with the sauna
and ”sisu”, perseverance.
Our horse has both primitive, wild strength
and calm determination – traits that are easy
for Finns to identify in themselves.
The preservation of the esteem for the
Finnhorse has not always been taken for

granted. Industrialization and increase in
global trade have resulted in severe battles
to preserve the breed. In just a few decades since the 1950’s the amount of horses
collapsed from nearly half a million to less
than 15 000. Even during the hardest years
the Finnhorse Trotting Championships remained the biggest outdoor sports event in
Finland.
In the third centennial, a tight supporting network of associations and individuals
has been formed to support the Finnhorse.
They have achieved races such as the Olympic Trotting Races with significant prizemoney and a modern image, in the riding
section there are breeder’s prizes, and

draught horses have new forms of events
based more on technique than strength. At
the same time the amount of people devoted to the Finnhorse has turned to a delightful increase.
The preservation of the future of 20 000
Finnish horses is the main goal for all Finnish horse associations. The realization of
this interesting and challenging task constantly requires new people, who have the
respect for the versatility and independence
of our own horse breed in common. This
guide is meant to help them get started in
their work. Welcome to the world of the
Finnhorse, our common friend!
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1970 Population has diminished to 15 000
as the need for farm labor has collapsed. Studbook sections for riding
horses and small pony-sized horses
are established

1939 - 45 the Finnhorse serves in
the war, 22 000 of the
60 000 horses at the
front were killed

2005 nearly 20 000
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2000 The Finnhorse

Finnhorses. The
amount is slightly
increasing

is approx. 156
cm in height and
weighs 550 kg

1907

The Finnhorse studbook is founded

1995 the Finnhorse is recog-

2007 Celebration year
of the Finnhorse

nized as a native breed
in the European Union

1910 the number of Finnish

horses exceeds 200 000

1950 400 000

1924 the FinnhorseTrot-

Finnhorses

ting Championships begin

1960 Population moves to
1917 Declaration of Independence

1929 - 34 the Great
Depression

1907 First parliamentary elections

1995 Finland joins the EU

the cities, agricultural
mechanization

1946 -56 Time of rebuilding
and war reparations

1939 - 45 Winter War and
Continuation War

2011
Turku as European Capital of Culture

1990 Bank crisis, with repercussions throughout the 90’s
2002 EU’s common currency, euro, into use
1973 Oil crisis, economic recession
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Competitive
native

I

breed

n Finland horses have been used for transportation and haulage for more than two
thousand years. There are numerous findings in swamps and graves with horse shoes
and parts of sleds and harnesses used for
haulage and transportation. It is also known
that the Finnish horse was well-respected
since its last resting place often lies beside
its owner. Where the horses came from two
thousand years ago and what they were like
originally, is a more mysterious matter.
In studies in the beginning of the 20th
century it was found out that in the eastern parts of Finland there were horses
with broad foreheads and short muzzles, resembling a northern European
horse breed. They have been thought
to descend from the tarpan group of
wild horses. Formerly researchers
had thought that the Finnhorse was

of Mongolian origin which had spread to the
Finnish Gulf with the migration of peoples.
No matter what the original form was, it
was in frequent use and apparently well
taken care of. For example, it was common to take horses inside beside the door
to keep them warm during ex-

treme colds. As early as the 14th century
the area in easternmost Finland was given
a nickname “Mare Carelia”, an indication
of strong and professional horse breeding.
Carelian horses were in demand both in
Russia and Sweden.
Finnish horses were exported to Central
Europe as the Hakkapeliitta cavalry made
them known in Germany in the 1630’s. They
were looked down upon at first as
they were pony-sized, but during
the Thirty Years’ War Finnish horses proved to be durable, courageous and easy to take care of.
In the 16th and 17th century
they wanted to increase the
size of military horses from
the ”sturdy Finnish native”
110-120 cm. Therefore
some Friesian mares
were imported to crown
mansions from Holland.
A hundred years later
some Arabian stallions and
southern Swedish draught horses were introduced to the breed. The import of horses
to the area that now constitutes Finland was
however minimal compared to exports.

Some words in the Finnish language
related to the horse have been in use
for several centuries. Such as “varsa” (foal), “hepo,hevonen” (horse),
”tamma” (mare) and ”uve”, a Carelian
word for stallion.
Also “aisat” (shafts) and several harness parts such as ”länget” (collar)
used around the neck, ”suitset”, “päitset” (bridle) and their “kuolaimet”
(bits) are some of the oldest words in
the Finnish language.

History
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Horse carriage at Aulanko in Hämeenlinna in the beginning of the 1900s.

The stamina
of the transport

I

n Finland horses were required to have a
good temper and a speedy gait since distances were long and roads were scarce
in the inner parts of Finland up to the 19th
century. In the 14th century separate inns
were built along the roads providing a place
to sleep and horse transportation for individual travellers. In the beginning of the
17th century a unified inn organization was
formed that operated for three hundred
years (1650-1950). At best the Inn Organization’s horses were used for more than
700 000 transportations a year.
The inns were situated at 10-20 kilometre
distances. Usually each had at least two
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Since snow was very deep in the forest during the winters, the horses suitable for logging
sites were to have longer legs than field horses. A good logging horse was considered to
be higher than 165 cm. Prices could be very
high for these horses, even though they rarely
lasted longer than one winter at the logging
sites. Work days were 10-12 hours long, and
the horses’ shelter was built of twigs. Even
with a rug on, the sweaty horse was hardly
ever too warm.

horse

horses that were used for two to four transportations a day. The horses were used to
travel by sled or phaeton 40 to 160 kilometres per horse a day. Even the speed was
regulated by the 19th century: 10 kilometres an hour. A good driver would keep an
eye on the passengers, though, and in case
they fell asleep, he would let the horse walk.
Many ways were known to save the transportation horses. For example, the horses in
Pihtipudas were famous for having a showy
gait, “kiputto”. As the drivers helped the bell
ring with their foot, the passengers felt like
they were going faster. If the preceding ride
was only a little while back, the travellers

were told that the horse needs new shoes.
Thus the start could be postponed into the
night and the ride was possibly even more
expensive and more profitable.
At the same time with the Inn Organization, Finnhorses were used for agricultural
work in the fields and logging sites as well
as maintenance work of the growing cities.
Logging sites employed more than 100 000
men and 40 000 to 50 000 horses every winter until the 1960’s.

Wiser than the cab driver

n cities, horsemen were employed mainly
to drive horse cabs and transport goods.
For example, in the “Aamulehti” newspaper
which is published in Tampere, the second
largest city in Finland, there was a job offer for altogether 400 horsemen on March
5th, 1907. It was to drive firewood from
Urjala, some 50 kilometers away. At the
same time nearly 300 registered express
cab drivers served clients in downtown Tampere. Besides from their cabs, their duties

included fire fighting. In practice,
they were on call weekly for night
duty in front of the voluntary fire
brigade’s equipment storehouse.
The horses have been told to be
particularly afraid of the steam fire
engine since fire was started in its
hearth already at the station as the
brigade left for duty.
There were also police horses
on the streets and from the end of the 19th
century also bicycles and automobiles.
The first encounters between horses and
automobiles did not go without problems.
It is told that a Jonas Andersson, Master
Builder from Tampere , always kept sugar
in his pockets. Whenever he encountered
a horse, he hopped out of his car, gave the
horse some sugar and led it past the car. At
the time, most oncoming traffic consisted of
horses, so Andersson must not have travelled very fast.

The horses of The Helsinki City Rescue Department
In Helsinki the fire brigade had at best
thirty horses of their own for their hose,
ladder and squirt carts. The horses lived
at the fire station where they were on call
for 12 hours a day. In addition, they were
ridden or driven in all-purpose work for
two hours a day. A fireman’s work was

wholesome: he took care of the horse
and its exercise, but also made all the hay
it ate. The last Rescue Department horse
was sold in 1934, when the horse-drawn
extinguishing equipment was taken to the
museum.

Horse-cab drivers,”vossikka” as they were
called, were known for their good humour.
They thought their Finnish horses to be very
intelligent: they knew how to tell the time,
even too well.
One driver left his station every day as the
bell of the Old Church of Tampere struck
four. Once the driver was talking to someone by the fountain in front of the famous
City Hall and did not pay attention to the bell.
The horse thought his work day was over as
the bell struck for the fourth time, and all the
driver could do was to walk home as the
horse had run to its stables ahead of him.

Long-distance competitions
In the end of the 1920’s three longdistance riding and driving competitions were arranged in Finland. The
first was in March, 1927 between the
cities of Hamina and Viaborg. It was
won by the Finnhorse mare Lirppa,
who travelled the distance of 114 kilometres on a wet and slippery road
with her rider in a time of five and
a half hours. Three months later
Lirppa took part in the 97-kilometer
Around-the-Vesijärvi Lake competition. She won this race as well after
rounding the lake in four hours. She
had reached Viaborg at an average
speed of 2,56 minutes per kilometre,
but in Lahti she timed only 2,31 minutes with a cart.

History
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Running talent,
a pleasure and an advantage
innish horse sports are mentioned already in
the national epic Kalevala. In its poems Youkahainen has two stallions: ”One a racer, fleet
as lightning, One was born for heavy burdens”
(translated by John Martin Crawford[1888]).
In the beginning of the 19th century, during
the collection of Kalevala the whole future of
the Finnhorse was endangered. Problems
were caused by active exports and horse acquisitions of the Russian army.
In the 1860’s Professor G.W. Sjöstedt
suggested that to enhance the breeding of
the Finnish horse, the state should acquire
Finnish breeding studs and arrange public
races in connection with horse auctions. He
thought that the race results would also act
as measures of the studs’ capacity. Crown
stallions, i.e. studs owned by the state had

”One
8

been situated in southern Finland to improve the local breed already in 1835. On
Sjöstedt’s recommendation, their number
was increased. At the same time some
manor-owners wanted to cross-breed the
Finnish horse with Norfolk trotters and Orlovs to improve the horse’s speed, some
wished for a heavier work horse type and
used Ardennes and Percherons. Private
capital had been used to arrange popular
harness races on ice at least from the beginning of the 1800’s. The first public trotting races where timing was carried out with
a stop-watch took place in Viaborg in June
1862. The stop-watch showed the winner, a
mare owned by Adam Lipponen, a time of
2.10,0. The distance Lipponen’s mare trotted was two versts, 2138 meters.

a racer, fleet as lightning, One was born
for heavy burden”

History

Kalevala, 3.poem
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National

treasure

I

n the middle of the 1800’s Finns awoke to
nationalism, which was reflected in both arts
and music as well as literature as a strong
admiration for the Carelia area, Carelianism. One spoke of special Finnish features
and characteristics, of unity and the development of the Finnish culture. This enthusiasm
spread to include the Finnhorse, and its preservation was considered a national value.
According to statistical charts written
in connection with trotting races in 1906 it
could be said that the average size of Finnish horses had grown considerably: Whereas in the 1870’s 47% of the competitors
were over 150 cm in height, three decades
later in the 1870’s their share had grown to
50 %. As the senate inquired what kind of
pure breeding one should take up with the
Finnish horse, Mr Duncker said that the

Stallion Jaakko Tt 118,
born in Vilppula in 1864.

race horse was closest to the Finnish ideals: as fast and agile they would be suitable
for both the transportation department and
forestry. To be successful in trotting races
the horse also needed to have muscular
strength and a strong bone structure. Thus
field work would be easy for them even with
less mass.
Three of the four stallions whose bloodlines are still in the background of all
Finnhorses were mentioned in the statistical charts during those times of heated discussion. These stallions were Jaakko I Tt
118 (born in 1864 in Vilppula), Eino Tt 700
(born in 1878 in Pihtipudas) and Kirppu Tt
710 (born in 1879 in Rovaniemi). The fourth
founder of a bloodline is the stallion Uljaanpoika 1694 (born in 1914 in Valkjärvi) born
half a century later.

The Horsebreeding Association,Hippos
was founded in Turku in 1894. The goal
was to create a “typical, big, sturdy, alert
native horse with good movements” with
the aid of a Hippos-studbook.
New mares and stallions were acquired
into the studbook and shows were arranged actively. The chairman of the
association, Mr. Fabritius thought that it
would be very important for young colts
that they could run in the wild during summers. Colts and stallions of 1-4 years of
age were taken to the island of Pähkinäinen, owned by the association, where they
were put out to grass from 1910 to 1981.

Terttu Peltonen

History
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Studbook
100 years

S

ocial debate over purebreeding led to the
Emperial Senate’s decision to open a studbook for the Finnhorse in 1905. Its aim was
“to develop a native horse breed that is suitable for the local environment and agricultural purposes by abiding by purebreeding
principles”. A horsekeeping inspector was
employed at the Board of Agriculture to
keep the studbook. Mr. Alex Alfthan served
as the inspector until the end of the 1920s.
The studbook was certainly necessary, because for instance at the 1906 agricultural
fair 720 horses were presented. According
to the new regulation, the state kept the stallion studbook since the beginning of 1907,
but local horsebreeding associations were
responsible for the mare studbook. During
the first year 113 stallions were registered
into the studbook. The studbook information includes their name and number, year
of birth, height (measured at the withers),
colour, all possible family tree information
and owner. The stallion Ukonpoika, owned
by the horsebreeding association of Liminka
was registered as number one.
The average height of all stallions accepted in 1907 was 153 cm and length 161 cm.
Half of the new stallions had a record from
the trotting track. Nearly all were chestnuts:
only eight were brown, and other colors,

Still in the 1910’s, family Nyman drove hay with a pair of small-sized native horse. The studbook had an aim
to develop the native horse in agricultural use, e.g. to increase its size.
mainly black, were nonexistent. The Senate’s regulation said that horses with ”coats
colored white, grey, palomino, piebald or
skewbald” were not to be introduced into
the studbook.
Since then the studbook regulations have
been changed many times. In 1918 the
mare studbook was moved under state rule.
Six years later, work horse and a lighterframed multi-purpose horse developed for
military (mainly riding) purposes were separated into their own studbooks. In 1929 also
working qualifications were added to the
structural criteria of evaluation, which were

© Sirkka Nyman
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Before artificial insemination farmers’ choice of
studs were based on the available individuals in
their own village. The mare Liisa, owned by the
Velins from Ohkola was taken no further than 20
km’s to visit a stud in Mäntsälä in the 1940’s.
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measured with pulling, walking and running
tests. In 1932 structural scores were added to the evaluation. In 1965 as the military
need for horses was already almost nonexistent, the multi-purpose horse studbook
became a trotter studbook.
In 1970 the state gave up keeping the studbook. The work was taken up by Suomen Hippos ry, the National Horsebreeding and Trotting Association that wanted all horses to be
registered. Simultaneously the Finnish horse
studbook was divided into four different sections that are still in use: work horse, trotter,
riding horse and small pony-sized horse.

Breeding

Registry
All Finnish horses have had a registration
number since 1971. The letter after the
number indicates the breeding section
in case the horse is in the studbook (J
for trotters, R for riding, P for pony-sized
and T for work horse). Some horses are
registered in several breeding lines, such

as the stallion Lennon Poika 1847-90PTR
and the mare Vekselin Hurmatar 160093JRP. In case there is an additional V,
the horse has been awarded an honorary title based on its descendants. AA
means that the honorary title has been
given post mortem.

Colours of the Finnish horse
When one looks at the list of horses of the Horse Regiment
of the province of Turku made in 1719, the horses’ names indicate thirty different colour descriptions. There are horses
called Black, Bay, Chestnut, Palomino and Roan. Nowadays
such a variety of colours is rarely needed, since skewbald, piebald, palomino
and grey were tried to be eliminated from
the studbook as it was founded. In the
2000’s most horses (92%) are of different chestnut variations. Brown horses
add up to 6 % and blacks 1,2 %. Skewbald and piebald are separate colours,

just like grey and roan, even though they represent hair patterns on top of the basic colour. In 1990-1999 there were
two piebalds registered and during 2000-2005 there was
only one.

The Finnish horse is usually chestnut, but also some
blacks, piebalds, palominos and greys are born.
Roans run in only one family tree, which Taika-Tyttö
in this picture represents.

Typical multi-purpose
horse in type

T

he Finnhorse is a versatile general, multipurpose horse. It is of average size, wellpostured and quite sturdy. The head is lean
and straight, neck quite muscular and its
body is round, long and well-balanced. Its
legs are lean and heavy with good hooves.
The character of the Finnhorse is cooperative, humble, aspiring and honest. It has an
honest expression and a clear gender label.
A Roman-shaped, long head is not typical of the Finnhorse, nor are long, sharp,
pointed or closely set ears, a swan neck or
straight croup with a high-set dock.
The Finnhorse is bred to be a trotter, a
riding horse, a work horse or a pony-sized
horse. The horse should be typical of the
breeding line into which it is being introduced in the studbook. The aim of the
studbook is to direct breeding towards wellperforming multi-purpose horses abiding
by the breed description that are easy to
handle, good in movements, tenacious and
healthy.

The future Trotting King Lohdutus was accepted into the studbook in 1933 by the number 232. Its type
was said to be “quite good for riding use, except with slightly round withers, although long.”

Breeding
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Foubreeding
sections
Work horse section (T)
The work horse is sturdy. Its body is long
and deep. It is often heavy. The stallion or
mare eligible in the work horse section must
pull at least five stairs in the pulling test, or
reach at least half of the maximum scores in
the driveability test. In addition it must walk
1000 meters in less than 10.00 minutes.
Stallions must trot 1000 meters in less than
2.30 minutes in addition to the walking test.
The work horse is expected to have good,
clean and sound movements and good
workability. In the pulling test also the pulling style is evaluated.
M.R.K Juppi 2005-91T Record: 29,1a-30,3
Starts: 69 1-8-8 Studbook scores: 2002 Kiuruvesi 8-8-8/7-8 = 39 Studbook classification:II
Studbook statement: Good types, good
posture; deep, round body; arched neck;
high, short withers; slightly flat shoulders;
gently sloaping croup. Dryish, well-set legs;
straightish hocks, short pasterns, straight
pasterns in the hindlegs; good, high-heeled
hooves, concave soles.
Measurements: 158 157 167 190 47 56 21
550 4+

Trotter section (J)
The trotter is lightly built, but muscular, with
quite a long body and legs. Mares and stallions eligible for the trotting horse section
in the studbook must meet the race result
or breeding index requirements set by the
breeding committee of Finnish Hippos Association. A stallion must reach a result of
at least 1.33,0 or faster on a mile’s distance
at four years of age and must have won at
least 3500 euros in prize money; 1.31,0 at
5 years and prize money must be at least
7000 euros and over 5-year-olds must trot
1.28,0 or faster and have prize money of at
least 14 000 euros.
Ramiini 2097-98J Record: 22,9a (2100
meters) – 23,8(2100 meters) Starts: 60 2015-9 Studbook scores: 2005 Ypäjä –8-8/8-8
Studbook classification: II
Studbook statement: Good quality type,
fairly good gender lable, very good breed
type, good posture; round, well-balanced
body; long withers; long, gently sloping
and covering croup. Front legs quite wellset, hocks slightly inward; good, concave
hooves.
Measurements: 156 155 164 181 45 20 3-
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The Finnish riding horse is well-postured,
long-necked and not very long in body. It
has a small head, sloping shoulders and
clear withers. Stallions and mares must
pass a dressage test unless they have
been placed in national riding or carriage
driving competitions in at least a first level
class. In addition it must also pass jumping
capacity and rideability tests and it needs
to have clear, sound gaits. A mare may be
accepted into the studbook merely on the
basis of a rideability test and gait evaluation.
Sumiainen 1482-99R Studbook score:
2006 Ypäjä 9-9-8/7-7, total 40 pts. Studbook statement: Very good types; round
well-balanced body; long, arched neck;
high withers; sloping shoulder; slightly
hollow-backed, round croup. Front legs
well set, hocks slightly inward, shortish
pastures, front hooves low-heeled, back
hooves round.
Mesurements: 157 155 166 183 47 56 20
4-

Finnhorse stallions or mares to be accepted
in the pony-sized section may be no higher
than 148 cm measured both at withers and
the croup. The horse must score at least 10
points in the driveability or rideability test to
be accebted in the studbook. Evaluations
are based on conformation and character,
compliance and submission.
Ahon Odotus 1404-98P. Studbook score:
2006 Ypäjä 8-8-7-8-8, total 39 pts. Studbook
classification: III.
Studbook statement: Fairly good gender
type, good quality and breed types, light
round body, long neck, high withers, rather long loins, gently sloping croup. Slightly
broken foot axis and sloping pasterns in the
front legs, hocks slightly inward and straightish, well-shaped hooves, concave soles.
Measurements: 146 145 155 166 41 52 19
3+

Introducing a Finnhorse to the studbook
In the structural evaluation in studbook presentations the horse is given scores according to its breed, quality and gender types,
body, healthiness of its legs, hooves and movements. Its character is evaluated throughout the presentation. In the trotting and
work horse sections the score for character is given during the driveability test and accordingly in the riding horse section it is given
during the rideability test. In the pony-sized section the score is given either during the driveability or rideability test.
The following measures are taken of a horse that is being introduced to the studbook: height at withers, height at the croup, length
of the body, width of the chest, width of the croup (not for trotters), length around the barrel and around the front leg. The horse’s
general condition is also classified with scores from 1 thru 5 and in the work horse line its weight is estimated.

Breeding
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Niilo Juselius and stallion Narvan Retu do logging work for the city of
Helsinki in terrain too soft for tractors.
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T

he original task the Finnhorse had, haulage, has changed from work to recreation
in the 2000’s. According to the Work Horse
Club list, there are still about thirty lumberjacks with horses , but none of them work
full-time. On the other hand, equipment is
still being manufactured, since a small but
active group of activists have started to preserve the traditions that arranges annual
logging, hauling and ploughing contests.
Pulling tests have long been used to
measure the horses’ strength. They have
been arranged in conjunction with studbook
presentations since the 1930s. The tests indicate that the Finnish horse has an excellent technique, especially in the pulling off
as it knows how to lean steadily on its collar
and can move loads of up to 210 % of its
own weight on a sled.
The pulling test was used as a competitive
event already in the 1860’s. For instance,
at the agricultural fair in 1862 in Viaborg the
9-year-old winning mare pulled a load of

3706 kg. In those days animal protectors
thought the competition was too hard on the
horses. Nowadays the national work horse
championships are held in circumstances
where the horses are constantly under veterinarian supervision.

Characteristics of a work horse
A good work horse is calm, sound of
mind and easy to handle. It is agile, light
and sensitive to drive. Even reversing is
not a problem. If the driver leaves, the
horse will stay put just anywhere. When
it gets the chance, the work horse is also able to relax in uneasy places. It will
move only when it is told to, and if necessary, can be handled by using one’s
voice only. A good work horse is an obedient draughter, tenacious and persevering. When treated correctly it will perform
all its duties willingly.
(Petteri Salonen).

Leena Alerini
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Characteristics | Pulling capacity

Work horse championships
Modern national work horse championships have been arranged since 1984.
There are three parts in the competition: 1000 meters trot, 500 meters walk
and load pulling. The walk is timed with
a load of 500 kg on a cart. The sled pulling takes place in sand, with a minimum
length of 60 meters. The sand has been
marked with ”stairs” at 10 meter distances, which will be completed two at a time
without stopping. The starting weight of
the sled depends on the friction of the
sand and varies between 400 and 600 kg.

At best 20 studbook stallions and mares
have taken part in the work horse competition. The first modern championship

was won by the gelding Jalomo in 1984.
In the 2000’s winners have been the
mares Vinkale-Tyttö, Neiti Huhtikuu and
Laippa and the stallions V.S.Pontus and
Poseidon, twice each.

New forms
of

competition
handle properly. Loads to be hauled are not
very big, since the emphasis is on the technical skills of the driver. In “real work” the
tree loads that the Finnhorse has pulled at a
time have been 1000-1500 kilograms or approximately 1,5 cubics.
A similar contest for light agricultural work
is called utility driving. Bales of hay are
transported on carts on an obstacle course
consisting of bridges and parking and reversing tasks. The cart has neither sides

nor brakes, and the course is situated on
an open field, where all kinds of things have
been brought for the horse’s distraction,
such as tractors and farm animals.
Logging and utility competitions are
open to all breeds. The most successful Finnhorse has been the stallion Narvan
Retu, driven by Niilo Juselius, the horse
master of the city of Helsinki, who has been
placed several times within the best three.

Aino Järvi

I

n the 2000’s new ideas for the Finnish work
horse came from Sweden. Eight-wheeled
hydraulic hauling carts were bought from
our neighboring country that considerably
improved the productivity of horse loggers.
Activists came to first contact with these
carts at a course held at the Equine College of Ypäjä, which ended in a playful driving skill contest that was named “logging
championships”.
The goal of the driving skill contest is to
move timber (both pulp and roundwood) as
flexibly and easily as possible for the horse.
Scores are given according to handling of
the timber and cooperation between the
horse and driver.
The latter is tested by a task where the
horse is harnessed in the forest in front of a
horse skidder, for instance With the skidder
one drives into a 3 x 3 meter square from
a 60-centimeter opening. In the square the
horse is turned around to face the entrance
and reversed from the square from an
opening on the opposite side. After this the
skidder is loaded with a 8-12 meter timber,
and the horse is driven through the square
through the openings and to an obstacle
course in the woods. There are gates built
of timber and tight turns where the horse
must also push the timber with a chain in order to make it through.
In addition to horse skidders there are
various sleds and carts that one needs to

The horses’ obedience and the driver’s precision are crucial in utility driving competitions.
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stars
to super trotter
From

F

innhorses that time a kilometre in less than
1.20,0 are called super trotters. The first to
reach this level was the stallion Viesker in
2002. An interesting detail in its record is
that it was achieved exactly 73 years after
the previous ghost record. Namely the trotting king Murto was the very first Finnish
horse to trot below 1.30,0, the time required
of a star trotter on July 13, 1929.
Since the days of Murto the amount of
star trotters has exploded, of course, but
even nowadays a good horse is considered to trot below 1.30,0. By the end of the
1930s there were altogether six star trotters,
and by the end of the 1950’s the amount

had risen to 75. Nowadays several hundred new horses reach this star level every year. Altogether the amount is approximately 5000.
Many factors have contributed to improving speed. The horses used to be
heavy-built field workers: consistent trotter breeding was started in the 1960’s, as
the horse was no longer needed for farm
work. A hundred years ago most trotting
races were held on ice or roads, since the
first harness racing track had been built in
Helsinki in 1884. Road trotting races came
to an end in the 1960’s, but races on ice are
still being held in the 188 000-lake Finland.

Records
Some starts are divided according to race and age. Therefore there are several national records. The longest standing
record for one horse is the 5-year old stallions’ and geldings’
3000 meters and over run in a distance with autostart. It was
run by the stallion Vilperi (1.29,6a) as it took part in the National
Trotting Championships at a record young age in 1966.
In June 2006 the best winning time on a mile for adult stallions
was by the stallion Viesker 1.19,9a. The fastest five-year-olds
have been Suikun Ero and A.T.Eko 1.22,2a. Four and three-year
olds’ records belong to Jaanen Suikku 1.24,1a and 1.29,5a.
The fastest mares are V.H. Suvitar and Turon Palma both with
1.21,5a. Of the five-year-old mares Kihin Tiina has a record of
1.24,1a, and four-year-old Rubiinitar 1.26,6a, three-year-old
Mikkeriina 1.31,4a.
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The stallion Vilperi was only five years old when it
first took part in the Trotting Championships. Its time
1.29,6a from 1966 is still the national record for fiveyear-olds (on a distance of more than 3000 metres).

Finnhorse Trotting Championships

the

are a feast for everybody

The absolute highlight of the year for
Finnhorse trotters is the annual two-day National Trotting Championships changing
venue each year.
The Finnhorse Trotting Championships
have been held each year since 1924, excluding the war years. It is a magnificent
happening with more than 50 000 spectators every year. Since 1948 stallions and
mares have competed in their own categories. The mares compete for the Trotting Queen and the stallions for the Trotting
King titles. Before 1948, a mare had been
crowned as King five times altogether. Since
then the rules changed so that if
a mare’s cumulative time is better than a stallion’s, it can still
be crowned as a Trotting King
in spite of the different categories.
This was the case in 1956 as the
mare Suhina beat the winner of the
king-category in cumulative times. Nowadays this rule does not apply any more.
Only a stallion can become a Trotting King.
The Finnhorse Trotting Championships
puts the horses’ physical and mental stamina to the test, as three different distances
are trotted during the two days (2100 me-

ters, 1609 meters and 3100 meters). The
championship goes to the horse with the
fastest cumulative time.
Legendary Trotting Kings include the stallions Vieteri, Vekseli and Viesker. They have
all won the title five times. Ero-Lohko and
Patrik are four-time winners as well as the
mare Tomu, which competed in the 1930s.
The most victorious of the Trotting
Queens has been Valomerkki, who has
been crowned four times. The same has
been achieved by Suhina (once the King,
three times the Queen).
The Championship is open only to horses that are in the studbook, and it has thus
become very remarkable
for the breeding and esteem of the Finnhorse.
The winners have become popular studs. For
example the king Lohdutus, who won the title in
1938-39 had over 1000
descendants; Eri-Aaroni,
the king of 1943 1100
descendants; Ero-Lohko,
the king of 1958-62 550
descedants.

The Trotting King of 1943, Eri-Aaroni , is
found in the family tree of nearly every
Finnhorse nowadays.

The triple Queen V.H.Suvitar enjoys her freedom in
the paddock.
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Kaarlo Partanen had several good horses but he is
best known for Vieteri, who won the Trotting King title
five times.

Margit Ticklén

He
Important family trees

A

ctivists in trotting take great care in studying
the Finnhorses’ family trees. Horses that are
found in the sire and dam lines may predict
the speed of the descendants or they can
help in finding the individuals with a certain,
prepotent, desirable character. Speed and
character do not have a strong probability
of passing on to the next generation; studies indicate that the most likely characteristics to be inherited are the horses’ measurements and leg settings.
Veijo Toivonen from Orimattila has made
a remarkable career in collecting Finnhorse
information first as a reporter and as an active member of the trotting association, later
on as a keeper of a stud station and publisher of the Horsebreeding book series. He
started to collect information already when
he was a child.
”We always had work horses in the yard”,
says Toivonen. ” I have a vivid memory of
a stallion born during the war in 1943, that
someone wanted to buy for a sum equivalent of a tractor. It was not an exceptional
trotter, but a utility horse, but quite popular
as a stud. The stallion must have been connected to war-time events, since it was so
dear to my father”.
”At the front my father had made friends
with men from all over the country who read
the “Hevosviesti” (Horse news) magazine
in their spare time and talked about horses’
family trees.”
Veijo likes to listen to the stories told by
old horsemen. Both Tuomo Mäkelä and
Kaarlo Partanen, who passed away in July
2006, have become familiar to him.
“Suikku, driven by Mäkelä in the 1980’s
has probably been the most talented
Finnhorse stallion that has been a stud at
our place. It never won the king title, but it

had bad luck. But the leading studs in the
sire statistics, Turo and Hovi-Ari, are its descendants, as well as the super trotter Sipori
(1.19,4a) and three-time Trotting Queen I.P.
Sukkula. The sire line of Suikku comes from
the star of the 1920’s and 1930s, Murto.
Murto and its son Eri-Aaroni have been the
most influential individuals in the Finnhorse
breed. Nowadays their names appear in the
family trees of nearly every Finnhorse.”
”The stallion Ero-Lohko owned by Partanen in the 1950’s and ‘60s stems from another popular stallion of the 1930’s, Lohdutus. Partanen is remembered as the owner
of Vieteri, who made 214 starts, of which
more than two thirds were victorious and
only three were out of prizemoney placements. Vieteri is the stem for many top

trotters, as it is sire to V.T.Ajatus. Sons of
V.T.Ajatus include the four-time Trotting King
Patrik as well as Teme and Liptus, that has
four hundred starts. Patrik’s sons include
super trotter Rick (1.19,6), Teme’s descendants include Santeri Dahlia, a three-time
King. This line of sires stems from Uljaanpoika, since Vieteri’s sire was age class trotter Vilperi.”
What is interesting is that even though
these stars of the trotting tracks seem to
be of completely different descendance at
a first glance, this is not the case. “Vilperi’s
dam, the mare Mutrin-Lento from Kiukainen, is also the sire’s dam of Suikku. Therefore the characteristics of Mutrin-Lento are
passed on to thousands of horses. Already,
Suikku alone has more than 1200 descendants, and Vieteri nearly 800.”

The mare Mutrin-Lento Jt57 V.
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Veijo Toivonen thinks that Suikku is the most talented stud
that has visited his stud station. I.P. Viktori in the picture is
the grandson of Suikku from its sire line.

eroes
for

everybody
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T

he European Champion of trotting drivers, Jorma Kontio, has said that the driver
accounts for 30 % of the result in a trotting
race. When evaluating the achievements of
Kaarlo Partanen and Pentti Savolainen, it
could be thought to be bigger. In the 1960’s
and 70’s Partanen both trained and drove
Ero-Lohko and Vieteri, both of which he
owned, to altogether nine Trotting King victories. Savolainen achieved eight victories
as the owner, trainer and driver of the stallion Vekseli and the mare Vekkuliina in the
1980’s. Savolainen’s achievement is even
greater as Vieteri, Vekseli and Vekkuliina
were all born at his stables. Vieteri and Vekseli have the same dam, Vekkuli. Vekkuliina
and Vekseli were half siblings via their sire.
The most legendary and most hardest to
beat record in the history of the Championships belongs to Pentti Savolainen. Horses
that he owned, trained and drove, Vekseli
and Vekkuliina won both main competitions
in Joensuu in 1984. All Finnhorses that become heroes in the eyes of the public don’t
always win the victory trophy. Such was the
stallion Purje in the 1950’s, whose handsome, noble gait was an attraction that spectators came to see from afar. In the Championships it was second at best, but it was left
in the history by being the first Finnhorse to
trot below 1.25,0 in 1000 meters.
A somewhat similar case is the stallion
Liptus, which competed even up to the
2000’s. This 144 cm stallion won the sympathies of the spectators even when it didn’t
win. Liptus started more than 400 times,
whereas an average horse reaches up to
a hundred or two. Everybody knew Liptus,
since its story as an unsold colt was widely told even on the front page of national
newspapers. The articles emphasized the
wisdom of this small stallion: it even knew
how to gallop without anyone noticing. After
its career in trotting, Liptus became notorious as a stud, winning the sire statistics of
1-3-year-old foals Finnhorses in 2005, for
instance.

© Anja Larvanto

Terhi Piispa
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“The best thing about Viesker is its willingness to serve,” says its owner. “It thinks that
all work is nice: being a stud, jogging, swimming, races.”
In the wintertime Viesker was trained on a
jogging cart five or six days a week. In the
summer it was only taken swimming. The
cart was put behind him only when the time
between starts stretched to two weeks.
”In the mornings Viesker had a few dates
with brides, then we went swimming, and
the rest of the day the horse rested. Viesker is so good-natured, that it can be taken
for a swim by one man alone. There is a

hook at the back of the boat where Viesker
is attached to. Then you row, sometimes
just for a few minutes and then you rest.
Sometimes during its competitive days we
could row for up to fifteen minutes, but very
slowly.”
So far Viesker has had 700 descendants.
The most successful of them are the stallion Vieskerin Vire (1.22,6) and the mare B.
Helmiina (1.23,1), who won her first title of
Queen in 2006. Viesker’s sire is Vokker (by
Murto), who happens to be an exception to
the rule as a trotter, since it does not have
Eri-Aaroni in its family tree at all.

Leena Alerini

o matter how it is measured, the most successful Finnish trotter is the stallion Viesker.
Driven by Kaarlo Ahokas, it won the Championships five times in a row in 1996-2000,
and it was the first Finnhorse to trot below
1.20,0 (1,19,9a in 2002). During its ten-year
career it made 169 starts. Of these 80%,
that is 136, were victorious. Naturally, Viesker was the first horse to gain more than one
million euros in prize-money.
Viesker moved to Kaarlo Ahokas’ stables
when it was three years old. The stallion’s
racing career ended in 2004, but it still lives
in the same place.

wins it all
Leena Alerini

Viesker

” Viesker
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is so good
be taken for a swim

I.P.Sukkula,

elite of the mares

T

-natured, that it can
by one man alone ”

sessions we went jogging. Sukkula was eager to jog even after training, which felt quite
remarkable.”
On the other hand the mare had no understanding if someone put too much pressure on it. “She was sensitive, and it was
better not to mess with minor things. If she
thought that it was being reprimanded in
vain, her whole being turned sad.”
With Sukkula Parviainen has also experienced the hardness of horse racing the
hard way. “The spring after her first championship title it felt that she was at her best.
Then as we were coming back from a run on
the ice, she stepped in a crack and sprained
her lateral cartilage. The injury seemed small
at first, but turned out to take nearly a year
to heal. It was a tough time, when all of a
sudden you have no knowledge about the
future of a top horse.”
Thanks to careful treatment the mare got
well and won two more Trotting Queen titles.
In the spring of 2006 I.P.Sukkula gave birth to
an awaited colt by the Trotting King Viesker.

© Hevosurheilu

he mare I.P.Sukkula trotted itself into
Finnhorse history by taking the Trotting
Queen title three times: in 1996 and 19992000. Its distinctive feature became starts
from the back row, which caused for it to trot
remarkably longer distances as it took over
others. The driver and trainer of the mare,
Heikki Parviainen, knew what he was doing.
In the front row the mare was hard to handle
and wanted to gallop. Parviainen solved the
problem by staying behind the others.
Parviainen, whose stables are in northern
Finland close to the city of Kajaani is a retired military warrant officer. The prefix I.P. in
the names of horses bred by him is derived
from the founding mare of Ilta-Posti, who is
also the dam of I.P.Sukkula.
”Sukkula is the product of a long line of
breeding”, admits Parviainen. “One could
see how talented it was already when it was
young. It is very purposeful and in a way
hard in character. It has been driven relatively much, both with a jogging cart as well
as a sled. After harder and longer training

Viesker and I.P Sukkula reigned the Trotting Championships at the same time during three years
– 1996, 1999 and 2000.
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In the fall of 1939 the peacetime Defence Force had 4700 horses. After
horse redemptions there were 64 000
in the Winter War and 45 000 in the
Continuation War. Ordinary haulage
horses pulled carts when there was no
snow at the front, but as snow became
thicker, sleds were used. It took eight
horses to pull one heavy gun.

C

ompared to trotting races riding has developed more slowly and on a smaller scale
in Finland. In 1936 there were only 13 riding clubs and even in 1970 they amounted
to only 45. A change took place in the beginning of the 1980’s, when the number of
clubs reached more than a hundred and
there were approximately fifty competitions.
Nowadays there are more than 100 000 riders in Finland, and there are hundreds of
competitions in various kinds of events.
However, the Finnhorse has always had
a task as a riding horse. Until the end of
the 19th century many inland roads were
in such poor condition that the only way to
travel by horse was to ride. When the lightly built multi-purpose horse studbook was
founded in the 1920’s, it was expected to
answer to military riding horse demands.
As the multi-purpose horse studbook
didn’t seem to become as popular as was
expected, galloping races were arranged
together with trotting events to attract more
people. The best time on a kilometer’s distance was achieved by the stallion Polle
3064 (1.20,4) in state galloping races at the
end of the 1930’s. As the galloping tradition
was revived towards the 1990’s, winning
times were five seconds faster. The unofficial
national record belongs to Leena Paija and
Tähti-Vire, who stopped the clock at 1.15,0
in Vermo, Helsinki. Nowadays approximate-

ly ten galloping starts are arranged at local
trotting events.
The requirements for the lightly-built horse
were approximately the same as those of
the present riding horse line: wide junction of
head and neck; long, lightish neck; high, long
withers; long, forward sloped shoulders; good
posture; long, sloping croup; strong legs;
light, flexible movements and an alert, submissive nature. It is separately mentioned that
the legs should not be back at the knees, tied
in below the knees or pasterns short.

© Hevosurheilu
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There are several legends about the bravery of the Finnish horse in the war. More
than 20 000 horses perished, but of those
who made it back some were set free already at the railway station. Miraculously
they knew their way to their home stables
even after several years.
In 1997 the horses at war got their own
memorial statue in Seinäjoki. The naturalsize bronze piece of art has reliefs on both
sides in honour of the versatile, serving nature of the Finnhorse.

© Hevosurheilu

Cavalry men in galloping races

© Satakunnan Kansa

National championships
in show jumping is concluded in the class of 120
cm. The stallion Pellervo
and Minna Nikmo won the
championship four times
in the 1990’s.

lot of galloping and jumping took place
with Finnhorses in the army. It was natural to think that eventing and jumping were
the most suitable riding events for this
breed. When the R-section (riding horse)
was founded in the studbook in 1971, and
the Finnish riding horse breeding began,
the Equestrian Federation started cooperating in the development process by starting
a competition based on scores called Pollen Malja (“Horse’s Cup”). The horse that
gained most placement points during each
year in national competitions got a trophy
named after the Cup to be kept for a year.
The Pollen Malja trophy was redeemed by
Veikko Heikkilä into his own possession after
three consequent victories already in 1975.
His gelding Heli was invincible: it was left in
history as a miracle jumper, for whom even
the 155 cm obstacles in the jump-offs were
not too much.
At the same time with Pollen Malja –cup
an association was founded to support the
development of the Finnish riding horse,
Suomenratsut ry. It strived to get professional riders to take an interest in the Finnhorse
and improve its schooling level. With help
from Suomen Hippos the Finnhorse was

jumper

given own competition classes with good
prize money. In the 2000’s these national
level Prix de Suomen Hippos classes have
been arranged in different riding events for
approximately 15 times a year. Participants
have been ranging from 10 to 40 per class.
In show jumping the height of the Prix de
Suomen Hippos track is 100-110 cm, except
in the last round of the national championships where it is 120 cm. Each year there
are two to five Finnhorses that compete the
130 cm classes open for all breeds. One
example of these is the stallion Samuli,

owned by the Equine College of Ypäjä, who
has taken part in show classes at the Helsinki International Horse Show. HIHS which
also includes a World Cup jumping competition is the most important equestrian event
of the year in Finland.
The best characteristic of the Finnhorse
as a jumper is its reliability. It rarely refuses
and it usually knows how to judge by itself
from where to jump even if the rider just sits
there. The reliability of the horse puts responsibility on the rider to bringing his horse
to tasks that it is capable of.

Margit Ticklén

A

Secure

General R.W. Steven congratulates Leena Paija in
Vermo in 1988 for the unofficial national record of
1.15,0.
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High level

dressage horse

M

Margit Ticklén

ost of the 200-240 Finnhorse competitors on
the national level also take part in dressage.
This fact may take the older generation by
surprise since in the beginning of the 1980s
there were few Finnhorses that were of the
riding horse type: well-postured, light in the
front and supple in movements. Breeding
has been successful in bringing the type
and movements to a level where many Finnish horses can compete in open high-level
classes.
Successful dressage stallions such as
Kelmi, Nysteri, Pilven Poika and Jaime all
have had a professional rider since the beginning of their schooling.
The success of Kelmi was a sensation
in the 1980’s. It won seven national Finnish horse championships. Kelmi became
known to the public as it won the Championate for five-year-olds and by taking part
twice in national dressage championships in open classes.
During its competitive
career Kelmi was
also a successful stud

leaving more than 100 descendants. There
are several studbook stallions among them
and other horses that have reached championship dressage medals, one example being the old gelding Satso that charmed everyone with its stamina. The descendants of
Kelmi seem
to have inherited their
sire’s flying trotting gaits and

a humble nature, an advantage to a riding
horse.
Another dressage stallion that has created a strong line of descendants is the
silver-medalist Pilven Poika. It also has 100
descendants soon. In this Pilven Poika line
the most praised characteristic is the good
riding horse type.
Most of the Finnhorses compete on a national 4th level (US) or Grade IV (GB), with
30-40 competitors per class. It is hard to estimate the number of club-level competitors
as there are 3000-4000 Finnhorses in riding
use, and of these only a few are in the riding
horse studbook.
Most Finnhorses have relatively low,
steady movements. They are
easy for even a
beginner to sit
in: a fact, why
the Finnhorse is
such a good riding school horse.
Approximately 1000
Finnhorses are used
in teaching and
therapy.

Finnish riding horses are popular show horses. The double dressage champion Jaime visited the National
Stud Flyinge in Sweden together with Kirsi Hagner in 2004.
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he army galloping tradition was taken to a
new direction in the 1980’s in cross-country races where the idea was to jump fast
and clear through the course. The obstacles were not small but comparable to open
classes in eventing. The medallists naturally included staff from the Niinisalo Regiment and one Seppo Laine, who went on to
win the national Finnhorse championship of
all three riding events (dressage, jumping,
eventing) in the same year with his gelding Veli-Pili. Apart from the regiment people
eventing competitors included teachers and
students from the Equine College in Ypäjä
in the 1980’s. The amount of competitors
has not increased by much since then even
though qualifications have been eased.
Nowadays jumping takes place on a 100 cm
track and the cross-country course is approx. two kilometres long compared to 110
cm and three-kilometre courses in the beginning. Perhaps one of the main reasons
for less eager participation is the speed on
the cross-country course. The 490 meters
per minute at the advanced level requires
both horse and rider to be in top condition
starting on the track.
A super horse like Veli-Pili has not been
seen in eventing since. The stallion Ponuveikko owned by Maiju Mallat won the
eventing championship in 2003, in 2004
it was bronze-medallist in jumping and
2005 it finished fifth in dressage. The stallion R.T.Kajaus has also been the eventing
champion (2001), sixth in jumping championships and tenth in dressage. In 2004 the
stallion Jaapeli won more than ten national
eventing classes in a row and earned itself a
loyal admiring crowd.

The gelding Willin Oskari was the national Finnhorse
champion in eventing in 2005.

The Finnhorse is well-suited for all crosscountry riding, such as endurance, crosscountry skill competitions and ski-riding.
Ritva Lampinen and her mare Uusi-Helinä
have taken part in the 160-kilometre endurance world championships. Crosscountry skills competitions are arranged
annually in Rautalammi and Ypäjä. They
include orienteering, gait tasks and an

obstacle course testing skills at
about ten different task points. Skiriding jumping championships used
to be arranged in downtown Helsinki in the Laakso riding stadium,
but nowadays this event, drawing
a crowd of some thousand spectators is held in Nuuksio, Espoo.

Loisto Kamu, the son of the mare Uusi-Helinä, who has taken part in endurance world championships, takes after its dam.

The superhorse of the 1980’s, Veli-Pili took part in
the open class in the Nordic Championships in eventing with Seppo Laine.
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Safe hiking partner

I

n the 1990’s a market was developed for
hiking stables in Finland along with the rest
of Europe. Some used Icelandic horses,
but most had original Finnhorses or ponysized Finnhorses as an attraction to their
hikes. The oldest and best-known of these
stables is the Finnhorse Farm in Kuusamo,
owned by Jorma Patosalmi. Its main attraction is the 160 kilometres long, demanding
hiking tour in the scenery of Oulanka National Park. Patosalmi’s horses will travel
this Oulanka Trail 15-20 times a summer, altogether more than 3200 km. The 160 kilometers on this trail will take five days. During
the tour, one climbs up and down canyons,
wades through a river and gallops even 10
km at a time.
Patosalmi, who is also the guide on the
tour says that the advantages of the Finnish horse are its steady legs, durability and
calmness, which does not exclude mental
alertness. “The Finnhorse is afraid of nothing, even though it is aware of its environment all the time”, he says.
In Southern Finland there are many entrepreneurs who sell shorter tours of a couple
of hours in the woods with food service at a
bivouac. A part of the trail may be travelled
by driving a cart.
Times that emphasize individualism has
brought Finnhorse wanderers to the roads

26

that are on the move alone either on horseback or in wagons. The media is eager to
report on the 300-1000 kilometer trips made
by these modern nomads. The number
is increasing. For example in the region
of Häme lake highlands a route map of
an area of 80 square kilometres has been
published for these lonesome wanderers.
It shows trails and sand roads that are suitable for horses for several hundreds of kilometres. A considerable network of private

© Jorma Patosalmi
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stables has developed in the area called the
Finnhorse Tours that offers accommodation
and program services for the wanderers.
The Equestrian Federation of Finland has
also in its part answered to the increasing
interests by publishing more information
about everyman’s rights of horses and riders and by starting negotiations about developing marked riding routes with several
municipalities.

Hannu Vähäkangas

Versatile

T

he Finnhorse offers versatile utility possibilities and it is an excellent recreational horse.
Even those individuals that are more trotters and riding horses by build can easily
draught timber or act as carriage horses at
weddings. At best the same horse has trotted with a sulky and a rider at a race track,
gotten a galloping record, taken part in international driving events as well as performed
in a theatre and acted as a trail horse.
A good example of this kind of a reliable
recreational horse is the stallion Murron Valo. It was born a trotter, but ended up in the
riding horse section of the studbook.

recreational horse
“It wasn’t cut out for trotting, even though
its brother made good money, “says Elina
Vähäkangas. “In the trial starts it ran 1.40,0.
After that I started planning a riding horse
career for him, since his structure was good
for it. As Valo was being trained professionally, I realized that dressage is not his thing,
either. Valo was much too lively. In jumping
this was an advantage, and Valo was very
successful. It gathered 15 national placements with Minna Nikmo during one season
only. Three of these were from eventing, the
rest in jumping. Good basic training with
a professional has made him enjoyable for

me because he is very sensitive to drive and
ride.”
After coming back home for the winter
after the competitions it has been doing
light jogging cart and sled work. When the
ground is clear of snow it earns its keep in
front of wedding carriages. In the winter it
works as a training horse for horse logging
courses. Vähäkangas has come to the conclusion over the years that her horse belongs to the forest. “Over there Valo doesn’t
look around all the time but stands calmly
and waits what is expected of him next.”

Margit Ticklén

Feed
Feeding
horses’ living environment and feeding has improved as living
The h
standards in the society have increased. In the 1800s morning feed
standa
consist of aspen leaves in the morning and chopped ryestraw
could c
later
ter on.
on Flour made of aspen bark and spruce twigs was mixed in
the chop
chop. The same chop was served in the day and in the evening.
Chopped
pped oat and barley straw were put in front of the horse for the
night. N
Nowadays
daily feeding recommendations include six to seven
ow
kg of hay, two to three litres of oats, some molasses and minerals.

Carriage driving which tests the obedience, agility and endurance of the horse in many ways has given
an opportunity to take the Finnhorse all the way to world championships. The stallion Pikku-Peto is a
double national champion in Finland.
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Pony-sized h
o
r
s

I

n the forest it is easy to get around with a
small pony-sized Finnhorse of less than 148
cm. In spite of its small size it can easily
carry an adult rider with wandering gear for
even several hundred kilometers. This has
been noticed by companies arranging trail
tours who also appreciate the efficient feed
use of the pony-sized horse.
At the races the pony-sized horses are not
left behind their bigger counterparts. The
trotter stallion Liptus at 146 cm has a personal record of 1.21,2a, the gelding Arokari has jumped courses of 120 cm at horse
distances and the stallion Eeli has gathered
bows in dressage classes for junior riders.
Since 2005 pony-sized horses have had
their own two-day championships in jumping. The first champion was the stallion Auran Aapeli, representing a rare sire line by
Härmä.
The widest attention pony-sized horses
have gotten is in driving in open pony
classes. The stallion Mirlakka, mare Lapin Viri and gelding Vinsker have become
Finnish champions. In 2003 Mirlakka,
Lapin Viri and the mare Jallun Heili
formed the Finnish national pony team
and won silver for Finland in the Nordic championships.
There are both calmer-natured horses
suitable for young recreational riders as
well as more temperamental horses for
competing among the pony-sized horses.
There are about a dozen breeders concentrating on this breeding line in Finland. Compact and well conformed pony-sized foals
are much sought-after as there are only 3040 of them born every year.
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The aim:
top horse

State horse breeding
Work and trotting horses were bred at
the state Horse Breeding Institute in
Ypäjä in 1937-89. One of the institution’s
tasks was to breed high-quality horses
suitable for the national environment.
Since the 1970’s they have put a strong
emphasis in developing the Finnish riding horse, as well. The most famous of
the riding stallions, Kelmi, was owned
by the National Horse Breeding Institute until 1989. From then on it has been
owned by MTT Agrifood Research that
still maintains a small-scale state breeding activity.
Foals born 1965-2005
1965 3000 1973 600 1985 1400 1995 1200 2005 1350

innish horse breeding has gone through
the same structural change during the
last fifty years as society in general as it
has industrialized and become more urban. As small farms disappeared, the
number of foals dropped from 3000 in
1965 to less than 600 in just eight years.
Breeding prizes and “foal money”
paid by Suomen Hippos has helped
revive breeding, even though it was
the worst slump in the history of the
Finnish horse. The slump is gradually
being forgotten, since there were an
optimistic 1350 foals in 2005.
Those who breed foals for sale have
a problem getting their foals sold. Recreational horse people are looking for

horses older than three, because one can
start riding or driving test starts immediately.
In the age classification races at the trotting
tracks the Finnish horse is qualified first as
a four-year-old. At that age they may race in
the Kriterium trotted in the fall in Teivo, close to
Tampere. Other important age classification
races are the Oulu Express, Pikkupelimanni at
Kaustinen and the Satakunta-race in Pori.
Accordingly in the riding horse section
3-5 year-old horses may be entered into
an annual quality judging event. The Tapiola breeding competition with good prize
money comes at six years of age. At that
age the Finnhorse should be schooled to a
grade 4 level in dressage and 90cm height
in jumping.

In the economic depression of the 70’s
the Finnish state encouraged horse breeders by paying a special subsidy for foals,
so-called “foal money”. In the economic
depression of the 90’s this foal money was
abolished. In its place are is the subsidy for
native breed and national subsidy for horse
husbandry since Finland joined the EU in
1995.
In spite of the subsidies Finnhorse breeding is more of a hobby: very few breeders
earn more than a happy mind with their
foals. An exception are those trotting foals
that at some point race at the top of their
line of events. Breeders get a nice 10 %
provision of their prize money.

Breeding
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A well-operating free-running stable has a spacy
lie-in shelter protected from wind and a sufficiently
large paddock.

Free-running stables become more popular

N

stables are half of the amount than in heated stables in individual boxes.
Free-running stables at the Kylämäki
horse farm in Marttila were built in 2000, and
have inner space for 40 foals.
“The building itself has been built to be
very vesatile,” says Elina Kylämäki. “In the
summer time when the foals are out at pasture it works as a hay dryer and storage. It
also has stud station facilities.”
In the winter the building is divided into
four one-hundred square metre boxes.
Foals can be taken care of efficiently.
”Through plastic strip doors and vestibules the horses can go outside whenever
they want to. The boxes are cleaned with
a machine in the winter, but only in the near
vicinity of the feeding table. Enough hay
from our own fields is driven with a tractor

on the table for the horses to eat 24 hours
a day. The horses’ drinking water comes
from heated drinking cups, but concentrated feed is dealt by hand twice a day and at
the same time the horses are inspected that
they are physically okay.”
Because of their social nature, Finnhorses
like free-running stables. As the cold durability of the horse has been established as
good in studies, this form of breeding is expected to increase in the future. Also fully
automized, German-type active stables are
also on their way. They are like free-running
stables where human labor is restricted to
programming the computer that regulates
feed, filling feeding machines once a week
as well as adding bedding and driving the
manure tractor.

Margit Ticklén
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ew ideas to improve the profitability of
breeding were sought from Central Europe in the 1990’s. The free-running stable
gained the most interest. There foals live for
up to three years as a herd in an unheated
stable, where they have immediate access
to the outdoor paddocks day and night.
Foals in free-running stables are handled
less than in ordinary stables, and the manure padding that develops is only changed
in the spring. Thus employment costs per
foal are decreased. On the other hand in
the winter time the foals need up to 40 %
more feed than in warmer circumstances.
Worming needs to be done more often, as
well. Some Finnish breeders have built freerunning stables that are bigger than their
own needs and take other people’s foals to
be kept. Livery costs in Finnish free-running

The behavior and development of foals in free-running stables
is studied at the Vocational Institute of Upper Savo in Kiuruvesi.
During extreme colds the horses need up to 40 % more feed than
in a warmer stable.
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The success of Seppo Suuronen (to the right) as a trainer is based on
delegating tasks to experts: breeders raise the foal, Suuronen trains
the young horse to top condition, and the catch-driver races.

Networking brings results
According to Suuronen’s method horses
are trained without a clock. “I keep them in
harness a lot, thus making driving an ordinary, everyday thing for them. We go for
jogs with many other horses, so that the
youngsters have a good time. We don’t

stay for long, but take them in fast spurts so
they get to compete amongst themselves.
And as there is the opportunity, a part of the
training is carried out swimming. It is crucial
for the career of the Finnhorse that it learns
to enjoy working.”

Margit Ticklén

T

he increase in large free-running stables is
a part of the networking development of the
equine world. Foals may grow and develop
in places where there is relevant knowledge.
Foals are taken from free-running stables at
the age of 1-3 to be trained by professionals. For the owner to get the most for his
financial investment, the trainers give the
young horses to each field’s specialists for
competing.
One of the most esteemed trainers in
the 2000’s is Seppo Suuronen from Juva,
whose career in trotting got a flying start in
1981. He bought his first Finnhorse colt,
Patrik, which he trained to become a multiple Trotting King. His methods have later
helped several age class stars reach top
condition like Artture and Cordiitta, rewarded the title of best five-year-olds, and the
national record holding stallion A.T.Eko.
Suuronen says that success comes with
each player in the game doing what he
knows best. “ I used to race a lot myself,”
says Suuronen. “I left it to catch-drivers
when I noticed that they were more successful with my horses. I concentrate on
training instead, where I am experienced
and have developed a clear method of doing things.”

Breeding
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W

hen selling a trotter foal, the pedigree is the
most important factor as it may give reason
to presume that the individual horse has
speed in its genes. In the work horse, riding
horse and pony-sized horse sections show
success and a studbook award are important factors in the price of the horse and in
making a purchase decision.
From March to October there are dozens
of mare and foal shows for Finnish horses
arranged by Suomen Hippos and led by a
district agronomist. In these mares may be
introduced into the studbook or get a conformation evaluation as a 1-3-year-old. In
the evaluation the foal is given 1-10 points
for type, body, legs, hooves and walk and
running gaits. The most important criteria
are legs and movements and further walking for riding horse foals. The final award
placement (III-I) is mostly influenced by the
overall image projected to the board during
the whole show.
An award-winning foal may attend an annual National Foal Show, where the prizemoney is tenfold compared to ordinary
horse breeding associations’ shows.
There are studbook introductions for stallions of four years or older in the winter,
spring and fall. In these the evaluations
are made by a separate board for stallions,
where the chairman is a breeding director of Suomen Hippos.
Approximately 15 % of
the stallions in each
age group are eligible for the studbook. In addition
to performance,
stallions are evaluated according
to their conformation, stamina,
movements and
character, and
hereditary diseases
are
looked for.

The stallion Sibbo is an example of a good show horse.
As a yearling it won the pony-sized horse class at the
PONY show, at the age of three he won the Hippos Foal
Show and in addition, it was the best conformed horse in
the Quality Evaluation Show for young Finnhorses.

Terttu Peltonen

F

Challenges for the Finnhorse

or the sake of the Finnish horse’s future, it is
most important to maintain interest in it in the
trotting sports as more than three fourths of
Finnish horses are trotters. The proportion of
Finnhorses accounts to one third of all starts
in trotting in Finland. To increase this proportion new age class stars and super trotters
are needed to inspire owners and trainers in
addition to Finnhorse starts and series divided equally around Finland’s various trotting
tracks.
Artificial insemination in the 1980s increased the number of mares for most popular studs so much that the genetic variation
of the Finnhorse must be considered very
carefully. Inbreeding has amounted to almost
exactly 4 % in 2004. It is less than half of that
of warm-blooded trotters. Rarer family lines
have been preserved particularly in the riding

horse and pony-sized sire lines. The number
of descendants in them is increasing, but
still few in proportion to the whole, approximately 200 per year. Annual horsematerial
numbering 3000 mares covered and 2000
foals would be necessary to be able to improve breeding value. At the moment there
are 2000 mares and 1400 foals.
The number of foals will not increase even
with good horses unless there is strong marketing to support the faith of both breeders
and buyers in the future of the breed.
In the future one needs to consider the
spreading of hereditary diseases. Even
though the health of the Finnhorse is good
compared to other multi-purpose breeds, a
risk is that as inbreeding
increases, ringbone and
allergies become more

common. The mechanism how allergies
develop is not yet so well known to be sure
what the influence of the heritage of a horse
is in the appearance of symptoms. Living
conditions may have as much effect on the
breaking out of diseases as heritage.

The Suur-Holloa races in 2005 had the excitement
the spectators were looking for. The 12-year-old
Saran Salama who started from the back row made
a national record, but it didn’t reach the leading age
class star A.T Eko until the finish line.

Future
possibilities

T

he future of the Finnhorse is an open field:
full of opportunities that can be realized
when taken seriously. Shared ownership
that started in trotting and is popular among
city people is spreading slowly to other
Finnhorse sections. One event to make this
shared ownership more attractive has been
the Finnhorse Royals Riding Event arranged
by the Equine College in Ypäjä every fall – a
competition weekend with approximately
300 competitors of both riding and ponysized horses. Attractions of this diversified
event are the championships for Finnhorses

and breeder’s prize as
well as different seminars on training.
The use of the Finnhorse as a recreational
family horse has increased its demand. Due
to its history our native breed is excellent for
farm accommodation needs: hiking, weddings, adventurous swimming and logging
trips as well as hay making can all be carried out with the same horse.
As tourism is increasing also the exports
of the Finnhorse are starting. The first foreign Finnhorse breeding stable was found-

ed in northern Germany in the 1980’s. Individual horses are easy to sell on the internet
all over Central Europe in addition to Sweden and Norway. The native horse has its
own, quality-conscious clientele there. Organized exports are only a matter of time
and marketing.

Competitiveness
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The Finnhorse is widely appreciated. The protector of the Finnhorse Trotting Championships in 2006 is President Tarja Halonen. Her own mare, Ypäjä Tarja lives at the
Equine College of Ypäjä, where the President observes its development and training as she has the opportunity.

Finnish Horse Associations

I

nformation about the Finnhorse is spread
in many ways. The registry and studbook
for the Finnish horse is kept by the central
horsebreeding organization, Suomen Hippos. To support marketing and competitions, four Finnhorse associations have
been founded since the beginning of the
1970s, each with their own special field.
Suomenratsut ry (Finnish riding horse
association) was founded to promote the
horse’s use in riding. The association has
1600 members who receive a magazinetype publication “Suoralla” that comes out
four times a year.
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The FinnHorse Association aims to promote
the esteem and versatility of the breed and to
preserve current family trees and breeding
lines. The Association has 270 members who
may read about current Finnhorse events in
a quarterly “Finnhorse” newspaper.
The Finnish Work Horse Association
strives to revive the breeding, training and
work use of the work horse. The association has 600 members, and it publishes an
A5-sized “Work Horse” publication four
times a year.
The Pony-sized Finnish Horse Association
works for the preservation and promotion

Competitiveness

of the pony-sized horse. Its registry has 30
members. Communications are carried out
mainly in member letters.
The associations cooperate with Suomen
Hippos in the most important annual
Finnhorse events, such as the Finnhorse
Trotting Championships, Finnhorse Royals and national ELMA agricultural fair. The
common goal is to be able to enjoy the everyday presence of a friend that one can be
proud of even in the future: the genuine native Finnhorse.

In cooperation with :
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”The Finnhorse”

W

here would we be without you
you four-legged, light-maned
moist-muzzled
friend, Finnhorse
I have no other earthly possessions,
the heaven’s roof, road’s carpet
forest trees for walls
for a friend, the Finnhorse

M

y grandfather cleared the fields
oats soon flowered, where the plough flew, –
be kind, horse
our friend, Finnhorse
As guns blazed in the Carelian isthmus
in the frost and snow
you were more reliable than the machine
our friend Finnhorse
These villages are empty
no roads cleared and the old left behind
but yet there are some
and some horses, too

W

hen I leave this place
this road and roadsides
this slippery ice of a wintery road
bury me by my horse
For where would we be without you
you four-legged, light-maned
moist-muzzled
friend, Finnhorse

Translated from the lyrics by Suonna Kononen
copyright manusPublished on the Folkswagen album “Karjalan balsamia” (Carelian Balsam),
(Pilfink Records JJVCD-19, 2005)

